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The groups Gl,m,n are studied extensively by Coxeter. Higman has posed the
question that how small l, m, n can be made while maintaining the property that all but nitely
many alternating and symmetric groups are quotients of Gl,m,n . In this paper, by using the
coset diagrams, we have proved that for all but nitely many positive integers n either An or Sn
are quotients of G5,5,12 .

Abstract.

1. Introduction

The groups Gl,m,n are studied by Coxeter. He has dened it as
hR, S, T : Rl = S m = T n = (RS)2 = (ST )2 = (T R)2 = (RST )2 = 1i

in his paper [4] published in 1939. This group can take another presentation
hx, y, t : x2 = y l = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)m = (xyt)n = 1i

by replacing x = RS , y = R and t = ST . He has revealed that these groups are
innite and insoluble if 1l + m1 + m1 6 1 and are nite or Euclidean triangle group
if 1l + m1 + m1 > 1, which are soluble. Conder [3] has used coset diagrams to prove
the fact that An is a Hurwitz group for all n > 168, and for all but 64 integers n in
the range 3 6 n 6 167. He has shown that "all but nitely many positive integers
n the alternating group An and the symmetric group Sn are homomorphic images
of the group G6,6,6 having the presentation
hR, S, T : R6 = S 6 = T 6 = (RS)2 = (ST )2 = (T R)2 = (RST )2 = 1i or
hx, y, t : x2 = y 6 = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)6 = (xyt)6 = 1i

by replacing x = RS , y = R and t = ST . As a corollary of the proof it is
shown that a similar theorem for the triangle group ∆(2, 6, 6) is given by the
presentation hx, y : x2 = y 6 = (xy)6 = 1i. In [7] it was shown by Q. Mushtaq,
M. Ashiq that same result is true for the group G5,5,24 . It was also explained
by Conder [3] that "we lose no generality in assuming that l 6 m 6 n because
Gl,m,n is isomorphic to Gp,q,r for any rearrangement (p, q, r) of (l, m, n). The
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permutation action, imprimitivity.
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group H = hx, y : x2 = y l = (xy)m = 1i is of index 1 or 2 in Gl,m,n = hx, y, t :
x2 = y l = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)m = (xyt)n = 1i and is isomorphic to
∆(2, l, m; q) = hx, y, : x2 = y l = (xy)m = (x−1 y −1 xy)q = 1i where q = n if n
is odd and q = p2 if n is even. It was the question asked by Higman that how
small the integers l, m, n can be made while maintaining the property that all but
nitely many An and Sn are factor groups of Gl,m,n . In many cases Gl,m,n is
isomorphic to P SL(2, q) or P GL(2, q) for some prime power q , when l, m, n are
small. For all values of n, Coxeter [4] has mentioned that: G5,5,m is trivial when
m = 1 or 2. G5,5,3 is homomorphic to P SL(2, 5).
In this paper, we use pictorial argument to show that alternating groups An
and symmetric groups Sn of degree n can be obtained as quotients of the group
G5,5,12 = hx, y, t : x2 = y 5 = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)5 = (xyt)12 = 1i for all but
nitely many positive integers n.
2. Diagrams for

G5,5,12

To prove our result for the group G5,5,12 we will use coset diagrams as used in
[3], [6] and [7]. We also need a method for combination of smaller diagrams
in order to make large diagrams of desired type. A coset diagram for G5,5,12
with n vertices is the action of its generators on the cosets of some particular
subgroup in the usual right representation. Generators x, y, t are used to draw
the coset diagrams. The coset diagrams, accredited to Higman show an action
of G5,5,12 = hx, y, t : x2 = y 5 = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)5 = (xyt)12 = 1i on
a nite set and dened as follows: Pentagons represents cycles of y and vertices
of pentagons permuted anti-clockwise by y . An edge denotes those vertices of x
which are interchanged by involution while reection about vertical line of axis
represents action of t. A method is also required to connect smaller diagrams to
obtain a larger diagram of same condition.
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Figure 1: Basic Example
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For example, Figure 1 is transitive depiction of G = hx, y, t : x2 = y 5 = t2 =
(xt)2 = (yt)2 = (xy)5 = 1i of degree 10. In this diagram, x act as: (5 6) (2 8) (1)
(3) (4) (7) (9) (10); y act as: (1 2 3 4 5) (6 7 8 9 10); t act as: (2 5) (3 4) (6 8)
(9 10) (1) (7).
For proof of we will need basic diagrams and portion of a coset diagram for
connecting them in dierent ways and in dierent numbers. This fragment is
known as handle and is denoted as [A, B] as shown in Figure 2 which means a
coset diagram containing vertices A and B xed by x while vertex A is mapped
onto B by both y and t and A is xed by xyt.
B

A

Figure 2: 1-handle
We can combine two coset diagrams namely R and S by placing them one
above the other on common vertical axis of symmetry and then by joining them
as shown in Figure 3:

A

B

B

A

Figure 3: 2-Handle
The diagram thus we get is again a coset diagram for G5,5,12 because it satises
the relation x2 = y 5 = t2 = (xt)2 = (yt)2 = 1. Also, if (A, B, b1 , b2 , b3 ) and
(A, B, b01 , b02 , b03 ) are the suitable 5-cycles of xy then since we have
(B, B 0 )(A, A0 )(A, B, b1 , b2 , b3 )(A, B, b01 , b02 , b03 ) = (A, B 0 , b1 , b2 , b3 )(A0 , B, b01 , b02 , b03 )
the two afterward 5-cycles will be cycles of xy while other cycles remains unaected
in the new diagram. So in resulting diagram xy is of order 5. The cycles ending
in A and A0 will be juxtaposed to form a single cycle if B and B 0 will be joined in

same way.
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3. Jordan's Theorem

Let p be a prime number and G is a primitive group of degree n = p + k, k = 3.
If G contains an element of degree and order p, then G is either alternating or
symmetric (Theorem 3.9 [8]).
4. Basic Diagrams

To prove our result, we will need three basic diagrams and fragment of a coset
diagram in order to connect them in dierent ways and in dierent numbers.
Specication is given to each diagram consisting of the degree of the corresponding
permutation representation of the group G5,5,12 , number of handles to be used,
parity of action of t and the cycle organization of xyt and xy 2 t. Let we have a
coset diagram of n vertices denoted by D(n) and here we need copies of three
diagrams D(20), D(21) and D(10) for the construction of required diagram of n
vertices.
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Figure 4: D(20)
Specication of D(20) as in Figure 4: 2(1)-handles: x even, y even, t even.
xyt : AA0 (B3B 0 3)2.42 , xy 2 t : (A3A0 3)(B1B 0 1)22 .4, which means that on 20 points
of the diagram, t is even and xyt has 5 cycles namely two of length 1 corresponding
to A and A0 , one containing both the points B and B 0 is of length 8, one of length
2 and two of length 4. Similarly xy 2 t has ve cycles namely one containing points
A and A0 is of length 8, one of length 2 corresponding to point B , one of length 2
corresponding to point B 0 , two of lengths 2 and one of length 4.
Specication of D(21) as in Figure 5: 1(1)-handle: x even, y even, t even.
xyt : A(B7)2.6.4, xy 2 t : (A6)(B1)2.5. which means that on 21 points of the
diagram, t is even and xyt has 5 cycles namely one corresponding to A is of length
1, one corresponding to B is having length 8, one of length 2, one of length 4 and
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Figure 5: D(21)
Similarly xy 2 t has 4 cycles namely one of length 7 containing point A, one of
length 2 containing points B two of lengths 5 and one of length 2.
Specication of D(10) as in Figure 6: 2(1)-handles: x even, y even, t even.
xyt : AA0 (B1B 0 1)4, xy 2 t : (B1)(A1A0 1)(B 0 1).2.
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Figure 6: D(10)
For all but nitely many positive integers n, the alternating group An
and the symmetric group Sn can be obtained as a quotient of the group G5,5,12 .

Theorem.

Proof. Take P copies of D(20), Q copies of D(10) and R copies of D(21) and then
connect P copies of D(20) with Q copies of D(10) where P, Q are positive integers.
Now join R copies of D(21) with D(10) where R = 1 or 2. However we cannot
connect any copy of D(21) with D(20). The diagram thus obtained will have n
vertices and is a coset diagram of group G5,5,12 . Depending upon the values of
P, Q, R reection t will act as even or odd permutation. The diagram D(n) gives a
permutation depiction of group G5,5,12 because every cycle of xyt divide 12. Also,
we noticed that xy 2 t has cycle lengths 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 with the exception 5, all lengths
of xy 2 t are divisors of 56, thus the element (xy 2 t)56 produces exponent of the cycle,
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xing the remaining n − 5 vertices.Now, we have to show that the representation
G5,5,12 is primitive on the vertices of D(n). By contradiction, suppose that G5,5,12
is not primitive then since (xy 2 t)12 xes n − 5 vertices, then 5 vertices of the cycle
should lie down in the same area, say Z , of imprimitivety. Amongst the vertices
in this cycle are the ones labeled λ and µ . But, x takes λ to µ and µ lies on
the vertical line of axis. Thus, Z is conserved by all generators x, y and t. By
transitivity it implies that Z has n number of vertices, which is a contradiction
to assumption of imprimitivety. Hence, the depiction is primitive. Hence by
Jordan's Theorem (Theorem 3.9, [8]), permutation representation is alternating
or symmetric of degree n. Thus either An or Sn is homomorphic image of G5,5,12 .
Since y and xy is odd order, they yield even permutations and as a result, x will
also be even. Depending upon the values of P, Q and R, t is even or odd and
in the case t produces an even permutation, we get An and if t produces odd
permutation, we will get Sn . In either case, An is the group ∆(2, 5, 5; 6) and is of
index 2 in the group G5,5,12 . Hence for all but nitely many positive integers n the
alternating group An and the symmetric group Sn can be obtained as a quotient
of the group G5,5,12 .
Corollary. For all but nitely many positive integers n, the groups An and Sn
have the presentation hx, y : x2 = y 5 = (x−1 y −1 xy)6 = 1i.
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